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Gfermany seems to have succeeded! Let us hope eventually every-
one will see the futility of violence and a new era may dawn. But
are we really making a non-violent contribution towards the
world problem? Of what avail is our non-violence to Norway,
Sweden and Denmark? Virtually, are we not giving a handle
to Germany? True, we are doing nothing beyond embarrassing
Great Britain, and perhaps we may say that such an embarrassment
is inevitable and is not caused deliberately- But the fact remains
that England is in distress, and by our action we are embarrassing
not only England but all other good nations who have been victims
of aggression. We are not likely, it seems, to succeed in changing
England's heart. And victims like Norway etc, can never appreciate
our attitude. In the light of our present attitude, the international
world can with justification misinterpret our past help to victims
of aggression like China and Spain. Were they more deserving
of our help than the present victims? And if not, then why this
distinction? Simply because an imperialist power, even for the
sake of its own interest* happens to decide to do something which
is noble and moral! You have never regretted your action during
the last war when you vigorously recruited people for military
purposes. This time your attitude appears to be in sharp contrast,
although you say that both attitudes are right.'*
My correspondent is not alone in bemoaning the lot of
most cultured and inoffensive people like the Danes and the
Norwegians. This war is showing the futility of violence.
Supposing Hitler becomes victorious over the Allies, he
will never subjugate England and France. It will mean
another war. Supposing the Allies are victorious3 the world
will fare no better. They will be more polite but not less
ruthless, unless they learn the lesson of non-violence during
the war and unless they shed the gains they have made
through violence. The first condition of non-violence is
justice all round in every department of life. Perhaps it is
too much to expect of human nature. I do not, however,
think so. No one should dogmatize about the capacity of
human nature for degradation or exaltation.
Indian non-violence has brought no relief to the cul-
tured Western powers because it is still poor stuff. Why
travel, so far to see its inefficacy? We in India are torn as-
under in spite of the Congress policy of non-violence. The

